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Abstract

Introspection mechanisms are employed in agent architectures to improve agent performance. However, there is currently no approach to introspection that makes automatic adjustments at multiple levels in the implemented agent system. We introduce our novel multi-level introspection framework that can be used to automatically adjust architectural configurations based on the introspection results at the agent, infrastructure, and component level. We demonstrate the utility of such adjustments in a concrete implementation on a robot where the high-level goal of the robot is used to automatically configure the vision system in a way that minimizes resource consumption while improving overall task performance.

Component-Level Introspection Policy

A component has a set of algorithms $A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}$, where each $a_i$ is capable of independently completing a task.

Each $a_i$ has trade-offs between cost, speed, and effectiveness.

$P(s|f)$: the probability of a successful outcome $s$ for a particular algorithm $a_i$ where $f$ is a component-specific array of contributing factors, and can include such things as robot velocity, room noise, sensor quality, and/or light levels.

$C(a)$: the cost of an algorithm $a_i$.

Policy: maximize $P(s|f)$ and minimize $C(a)$ to whatever extent possible.

Introspection Levels

Component:
- Perform highly specialized tasks that may operate independently or in tandem with one or more other components
- Component-level introspection monitors the operational conditions necessary for optimal component performance

Infrastructure:
- Middleware with knowledge about the underlying operating environment such as available hardware, communication between components, distribution of components across multiple hosts, and resource management
- Infrastructure-level reflection is responsible for system health; monitoring the states of system components, restarting or replacing failed components as necessary, migrating components to achieve load balancing [1]

Agent:
- High-level knowledge about the world, their own capabilities, and their own goals, and use this knowledge to make decisions and generate actions that lead to the accomplishment of the agent’s goals
- Agent-level introspection is largely responsible for observing the progress of plans, detecting when plans are acceptable, when they need to be regenerated, or when certain goals are unattainable and need to be abandoned altogether [2]
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